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Glossary of Terms:

50% isopleth – In home range analyses, a contour line (isopleth) overlaid on observed locations
for an animal representing the core area where the individual spent 50% of its time
95% isopleth – In home range analyses, a contour line (isopleth) overlaid on observed locations
for an animal representing the outer area where the individual spent 95% of its time
Bayesian credible interval – The Bayesian version of frequentist confidence intervals; for
example, a 95% Bayesian credible interval around a parameter point estimate is akin to saying
that the probability that the true estimate lies within the interval is 95%
Bayesian statistical framework – A statistical inference that uses probability directly to
characterise uncertainty about things we don’t know, such as density; Bayesian analysis makes
use of Bayes rule to make direct probability statements about model parameters. In contrast, the
frequentist approach uses probability to characterise the behaviour of procedures or intervals, but
never to characterise uncertainty about parameters
Probabilistic sampling design – A sampling design in which there is an equal (or known)
probability of sampling area A as there is for area B
Sampling – The process or method by which some elements of the population of interest are
included in the sample with the goal of making statistical inferences about the population as a
whole
Standard deviation – a measure of the amount of variation in the data
Standard error – estimate of how far the sample average is likely to be from the average in the
actual population
State-space – In density analysis, the area encompassing all possible home ranges within the
study area; i.e., the camera trap array plus some buffer that is theoretically large enough to
encompass the area occupied by all of the individuals that may have been detected by the camera
trap array during the study period
Systematic sampling design – A type of probabilistic sampling design for which the study area is
divided into regular grid cells
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List of Abbreviations:
BCI – Bayesian credible intervals
BTD – Black-tailed deer
CRD – Capital Regional District
CV – Coefficient of variation
IC – Immunocontraceptive
KDE – Kernel density estimation
MCP – Minimum convex polygon
SC – Spatial count
SD – Standard deviation
SE – Standard error
SMR – Spatial-Mark-Resight
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Executive Summary:
The changing landscape of BC’s urban and suburban areas has provided black-tailed deer (BTD)
with extensive forage while excluding predators from their ecological roles in deer populationcontrol. Increasing human-deer conflicts led the municipality of Oak Bay, BC, to cull BTD in
2015. However, lack of evidence supporting culls as a long-term management strategy and
public opposition against culling present political and management challenges for BTD
population control. Immunocontraceptive vaccination may offer a feasible alternative to culls by
reducing fawning rates and hence overall deer population size over time. Effectively managing
and minimizing BTD populations within urban areas first requires managers to understand BTD
distribution, population density and demographics, habitat selection, and movement patterns.
Using a combination of remote cameras, Global Positioning System (GPS) satellite collars, and
cutting-edge statistical techniques, we have conducted a preliminary investigation of distribution,
home range size, and population density for BTD in Oak Bay, BC.

We collected data on BTD distribution and space-use from remote cameras deployed using a
systematic sampling design across Oak Bay during July – August 2018. Our results indicate high
relative BTD use of areas in south Oak Bay and in the vicinity of Uplands Golf Club in north
Oak Bay. Our home range analyses of GPS locations collected from 20 collared female BTD
between March – September 2018 indicates an average core home range size of 0.14 km2
(SD=0.07) and an outer home range size of 0.64 km2 (SD=0.31). We also observed considerable
overlap of female BTD home ranges in the Uplands Region. We applied Spatial-Mark-Resight
models on collared and uncollared BTD detection histories from remote cameras for August
2018 to estimate summer BTD population density for Oak Bay. We estimated median BTD
density to be 9.2 deer / km2, with 95% Bayesian Credible Intervals (BCI) between 6.8-12.2. This
suggests a total population of between 72 to 128 BTD (median value 97) across the entirety of
Oak Bay (10.5 km2 area). BTD density varied across Oak Bay, with high density concentrations
observed across three different identified localities in Oak Bay.

Results from these preliminary analyses provide key insights needed to enable sound adaptive
management of Oak Bay’s urban BTD population. These analyses provide a pre-treatment
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estimate that will allow for direct comparison to density estimates following management
actions. We are continuously monitoring BTD using both camera and GPS technology to provide
a robust understanding of BTD demographics in Oak Bay across multiple seasons. Future work
will involve analysis of BTD habitat selection and movement patterns throughout the urban
environment of Oak Bay, as well as allowing us to further refine population density estimates as
we collect and process additional camera and GPS data across multiple seasons.
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1.0 Introduction
1.2 Background Information
Columbia black-tailed deer (Odocoileus hemionus columbianus; hereafter BTD) are a native
ungulate to British Columbia (BC). They are an important prey species to native carnivores
(Ballard et al. 2001), a key herbivore maintaining ecosystem function, and a game species for
many British Columbians. The changing landscape of BC’s urban and suburban areas generally
provides extensive forage to deer while excluding predators—such as bear, wolves, and
cougars—from their ecological roles in deer population-control. This is true for most of the 13
municipalities within the Victoria Capital Regional District (CRD), on the Saanich Peninsula of
southern Vancouver Island, including the District of Oak Bay.

In a number of BC urban and suburban areas (hereafter combined as urban) increasing public
complaints centred around garden damage and vehicle-deer collisions, suggest to some that BTD
densities have increased markedly in the last decade. Indeed, vehicle-deer collisions in the CRD
between 2000-2010 increased from 35 to over 100—a 13% annual increase (Regional Deer
Management Strategy 2012). However, increasing CRD population and traffic levels during this
time render vehicle-deer collisions a poor estimator of deer population increases. Human-deer
conflicts have led some municipalities—including Oak Bay in 2015—to cull BTD. Thus far,
management culls are undertaken in the absence of population data and thus culls have had
unknown population and ecological results. The political response is more obvious, as deer
complaints in Oak Bay continue post-cull, and vocal opposition to culling as a BTD management
strategy has resulted in divided communities (Hopper 2013). This presents both political and
management challenges. Immunocontraceptive (IC) vaccination offers an alternative
management tool for deer population control by reducing fawning rates, resulting in a decreasing
trend over multi-year applications (Rutberg and Naugle 2008). However, for BTD population
control in urban areas, a glaring knowledge gap exists: without rigorous scientific data
comparing BTD population before and after management actions, the effect of management
decisions on BTD populations remains unknown.
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To minimize BTD populations within urban areas, such as municipalities, managers need to
understand five main things:
1. the number of BTD in the municipality (abundance, or density when considered in terms
of the area of the municipality);
2. the ratio of bucks:does:fawns to understand how the population is structured (i.e. the
demographics) to predict near-future population growth (or decline);
3. where BTD are located across the municipality (distribution);
4. the features of the landscape BTD prefer, such as lawns and public spaces, and the
features they might avoid, such as parking lots (i.e. habitat selection); and
5.

how BTD move within the municipality (movement patterns) to predict problem areas
for collisions and interactions, and to determine how urban planning affects deer
populations.

However, rarely is this type of information available to managers. In non-urban areas, managers
typically rely on aerial (helicopter or plane) surveys—observers count the number of BTD along
pre-defined lines and extrapolate to the entire area to determine the overall number or density of
BTD. In urban areas this type of survey is not possible, and instead managers often rely on road
counts. While useful for engaging the public and giving a general idea about abundance, citizenbased count surveys do not produce reliable density estimates for a mobile species like BTD
(McCullough et al. 1994), and lack the statistical rigor to scientifically inform management
actions.

The purpose of this study is to develop an effective, evidence-based, and long-term urban BTD
management program for Oak Bay, including testing the effectiveness of immunocontraceptive
(IC) vaccination for non-lethal wildlife population control. In an effort to provide important
insights on urban BTD ecology and inform future management actions, the UWSS, the Province
of British Columbia, and Oak Bay have collaborated to undertake a population survey using
remote cameras, Global Positioning System (GPS) satellite technology, and cutting-edge
statistical techniques to provide accurate BTD population density estimates. These methods and
techniques will be used to understand BTD demographics, population size, and distribution in
Oak Bay. To date, we have conducted a preliminary analysis of BTD distribution and space-use,
9

home-range size, and population density for camera and GPS data collected during the spring
and summer of 2018. We are continuously monitoring BTD using both camera and GPS
technology to provide accurate information on BTD demographics in Oak Bay, and provide an
understanding of BTD habitat selection and dispersal throughout urban environments.

1.2 Scope of the Report
In this report, we summarize the preliminary findings of BTD movement, distribution, and
population density in Oak Bay, B.C. This project is a collaboration between the UWSS, the
District of Oak Bay, and the Province of British Columbia, with funding provided by Oak
Bay, the Provincial Urban Deer Cost-Share Program, and UWSS donors. This research was
conducted by an independent research team focusing on data collected by 39 remote cameras
distributed across Oak Bay and 20 GPS collars fitted to female BTD. These data will be used
to help inform management decisions on BTD population control, including the effectiveness
of IC treatment by comparing BTD density in Oak Bay before and after IC vaccination of
female BTD.

Using camera and GPS data from collared female BTD, we investigate areas of high BTD
space use, home range size, and estimate BTD density across Oak Bay.

The specific objectives of this preliminary research and analyses were to:

1. Deploy a remote camera array across Oak Bay using a systematic sampling design to:
i)

Evaluate BTD distribution over the urban landscape and identify areas of high
BTD use.

ii)

Collect data on GPS-collared female BTD to include in population density
estimation.

2. Deploy 20 GPS-collars on female BTD in Oak Bay to:
i)

Evaluate BTD home-range size in an urban environment.
10

3. Provide a preliminary estimate for BTD population density in Oak Bay using cuttingedge modelling techniques to:
i)

Estimate BTD density during the summer sampling season.

ii)

Provide a preliminary population density estimate of BTD before IC treatment for
comparison to density estimates of BTD after IC to test the effectiveness of IC on
BTD population control.

This report meets the UWSS’s interim commitment to provide progress reporting to the province
as outlined by the requirements in the Provincial Urban Cost Share Program application
(2017/2018).
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2.0 Methods

2.1 Study Area
The District of Oak Bay is a suburban community with a population of approximately 18,000
people. Located on the southern tip of Vancouver Island, BC, Oak Bay is bordered by the Salish
Sea to the east and south. It also shares its borders with two other municipal districts: the City of
Victoria to the southwest and the district of Saanich to the north and northwest. The district is
characterized by small- and large-lot residential areas, light urban development, golf courses, and
a number of city and natural landscape parks dispersed throughout the municipality. Occupying
an area of 10.5 km2, Oak Bay has a human population density of 1710.3 / km2. Along with 12
other municipal governments, it forms part of the Capital Regional District (CRD), operating
under the provisions of the Province of British Columbia Local Government Act (District of Oak
Bay 2018).

2.2 Camera Trapping
Reliably counting animals is not simple. A human observer might count six deer in a yard on
one day and then none the next. Human cognitive biases often lead us to observe high numbers
(because they are noteworthy), without noting days without any observation, thus assuming
those numbers are always high; but this “availability bias” is erroneous. Scientists avoid this
error by counting (sampling) in the same way, in the same places, at regular intervals. This is
both time-consuming and a human observer can make recording errors, so infrared remote
cameras are increasingly being used as a wildlife research tool. These cameras have repeatedly
been shown to have very high accuracy at detecting species (Fisher and Bradbury 2014). They
reliably detect animals passing in front of them, and this rate of animal detection can be
statistically measured (Nichols et al. 2008). Consequently, remote camera surveys are an
increasingly common and scientifically accepted method for surveying deer occurrence
(Jacobson et al. 1997; Koerth et al. 1997; Fisher et al. 2016).
Where we count matters as much as how we count. If we always count where many animals
frequently occur (such as roads or gardens), our counts will be erroneously large. Conversely, if
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we miss the places where animals live, our counts will be erroneously small. We can avoid this
error by using a probabilistic sampling design: one in which there is an equal (or known)
probability of sampling area A as area B. One form—that we used in our study design—is a
systematic sampling design, where the study area is divided into systematic (regular) grid cells,
and a camera is placed within each grid cell. This is a very common and effective sampling
design known to provide counts with minimal bias. Thus, scientifically-based estimates are
often quite different from people’s expectations—even experts—because we are all subject to
human error based on our own observations and biases.
In August 2017, we started a pilot study sampling BTD occurrences using remote cameras across
Oak Bay, with full implementation of 39 cameras deployed in a systematic design by August
2018. Within each 400-m grid cell we selected a camera location that would allow us to detect
BTD if they were present in that cell. Some cells fell into places with few deer, and some into
places with many deer, but this impartiality allows us to statistically estimate how often (or not)
BTD occur in each place, ensuring counts are not inflated. This sampling design allows us to
collect multiple observations of the same individuals across space, one of the requirements for
estimating population density using camera data (Royle et al. 2014). By measuring how
frequently we detect known (“marked” or “collared”) animals at a camera station and
neighbouring camera stations, we can estimate the frequency that an unknown (“unmarked” or
“uncollared”) BTD is observed on cameras. In a simplified example, if one known BTD is
observed 10 times at a camera out of a total of 50 BTD photos, we estimate that each BTD with a
home range near the camera appears an average ten times at that camera, and thus indicating a
location-specific estimate of 5 BTD. The statistical analysis is much more complex than that,
taking into account where BTD home ranges are likely to occur, size of BTD home ranges, how
far apart camera stations are, and many other variables.
We deployed one BushnellTM (Overland Park, USA) infra-red remote digital camera at each site.
Cameras are located on both public and private properties across Oak Bay, and are secured to a
tree about 0.5 – 1.5 m off the ground (Figure 1). We downloaded camera images monthly.
Images are manually classified and categorized into BTD detections. To ensure privacy of
people, any images containing humans are permanently deleted following data processing and
analysis.
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For each BTD detection, we record date, time, location, and when possible, demographic
information including sex and age group (e.g. adult, fawn). For collared BTD, we also note the
unique colour tag combination for individual-level identification (Figure 2). Data on marked and
unmarked BTD provide the basis of our population density estimation models.

Figure 1. Remote infrared camera secured to a tree on a private property. Cameras are triggered
by heat-in-motion events, capturing images of BTD movement in front of the camera.
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Figure 2. Collared female BTD detected by remote cameras can be individually identified based
on the combination of colour tags visible on the collar (e.g. Pink/White, Wildlife ID 11395).

2.3 GPS collaring
To estimate BTD abundance, we need to know how far BTD travel and their home-range sizes.
If BTD have very small home ranges, it is more likely that the BTD observed on camera A are
different than BTD observed on neighbouring cameras B and C. Conversely, if BTD home
ranges are large, then it is more likely that multiple cameras are repeatedly seeing the same
individual. Moreover, we need to know what landscape features BTD are selecting—parks,
gardens, roadside, green spaces, etc.—to understand how urban planning affects deer density.
We obtain this information from satellite collars. Satellite collars take a GPS collection at set
times each day, and then relay that information via satellite to our computers, so we can track
daily BTD movements, and analyze their space-use in Oak Bay.
In February/March 2018 we collared 20 female BTD. We also captured 4 male BTD which we
marked with an ear tag bearing a unique identification code. We located BTD for capture by
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conducting road surveys throughout the entirety of Oak Bay. We divided the municipality into
equal areas; teams surveyed these regions along roads (in cars) looking for female BTD. We
made every effort to survey each area of Oak Bay equally, but in some areas, no (or few) BTD
could be located, whereas they were plentiful in other areas. Therefore the distribution of collars
throughout Oak Bay is not equal, but does reflect the relative density of BTD within the
municipality—an assumption we confirmed with camera data (q.v.).
Chemical immobilization was delivered via darting by experienced wildlife veterinarian Dr.
Adam Hering using current regulatory approvals and field protocols. Upon capture, we fitted
each doe with a LOTEK Lifecycle GPS collar (Figure 3), and collected biological samples
(DNA, fecal, blood) for the Province. The Lifecycle collars are programmed to automatically
obtain a precise GPS location every 13 hours, providing 1-2 location fixes on a daily basis.

Figure 3. Female BTD being fit with a GPS collar. Animals were carefully monitored during
and after chemical immobilization to ensure welfare and full recovery.
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2.4 Estimating BTD Home Range Size using Kernel Density Estimation
An animal’s home range can be defined as the subset of geographical space where it is most
likely to be found (Hooten 2017). It defines the space where an animal can be found with some
level of predictability, and allows us to estimate the probability of an animal being in a certain
location (Powell 2012). Home range sizes and shapes reveal landscape boundaries to movement,
core areas of the individual’s space-use, and the outer extent and shapes of individual animals’
monthly movements (Powell 2012). Home ranges do not quantify the strength of attraction or
repulsion to specific landscape features or habitat types, but can be used to help identify factors
structuring an animal’s use of space (Millspaugh 2001).
We used GPS telemetry-location fixes collected from 20 collared female BTD during March
24th to September 19th, 2018 to estimate BTD home range size. There are many different ways a
home range can be estimated. The simplest is the Minimum Convex Polygon (MCP), wherein
we “connect the dots” between the outermost deer locations in its home range and calculate the
size. MCPs are thus very sensitive to a few, large, potentially exploratory movements. A better
approach is to “weight” areas of use by the number of repeated deer locations. This is called
Kernel Density Estimation (KDE), which we selected as the most suitable home range estimator
after a survey of available estimation methods. KDE applies a kernel of equal-sized grid cells in
a systematic pattern across a study region, using the density of observations and their locations
to estimate a new location density surface across the entire study region. The area where 95% of
a deer’s locations are observed is called the 95% isopleth and can be considered the largest area
used by the animal (within the chosen timeframe), excluding the most unusual 5% of
movements. The area where 50% of a deer’s locations are predicted to be observed is called the
50% isopleth, and can be considered as the animal’s core home range, where it spends about
half of its time.
All home range analyses were executed using ArcGIS v10.3 (ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA), using
the Geospatial Modelling Environment package and the KDE tool.
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2.5 Estimating Deer Population Density using Spatial Mark-Resight Modelling

We estimated the density of BTD using Spatial Mark-Resight (SMR) models. SMR models are
an extension of capture-recapture models, which estimate population density through a series of
capturing and marking occasions. Researchers capture animals on an initial survey occasion,
mark the animals and then release them back into the population. On the second and subsequent
survey occasions, a new set of animals are captured and the number of previously captured
animals (possessing a mark, or collar) are counted, along with the total number of animals
captured. All new animals are likewise marked and then released back into the population. This
continues for as many survey occasions as necessary to reliably estimate the density. Assuming
all animals can be captured with equal probability, the higher number of marked animals recaptured within each survey occasion, the smaller the overall population.
SMR models are slightly different in that we consider animals as “marked” if they were
collared, and “captured” if detected on a camera. Thus, we did not re-mark on each survey
occasion; we start and end with a pool of collared animals that are observed repeatedly (hence
mark-resight survey, rather than a mark-recapture survey). SMR models use the detections, or
“resights”, of both unmarked and marked individuals to estimate the density of a population
(Chandler & Royle 2013). The frequency at which collared animals are observed at
neighbouring cameras is also important, much like the KDE home range analysis: animals that
are seen at many cameras range widely, and suggest a smaller number of deer than animals that
are seen on only a few cameras close together. SMR statistical models are very recently
developed—yet scientifically accepted—and enable movement pattern and encounter rate of
collared (“marked”) BTD to be extrapolated to the whole un-collared (“unmarked”) camerasampled BTD population to estimate density. They are revolutionizing how scientists estimate
animal abundance (Burgar et al. 2018).

For this analysis, we truncated the camera data study period to maximise the number of cameras
active and images processed, focusing on camera data collected during 1-26 August, 2018. This
truncated study period meets the assumption of a closed BTD population, which assumes that
there was no net movement of BTD into or out of the study area and that there were no net
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changes to the population via births or deaths. We treated any BTD photograph containing more
than one individual (e.g. doe and fawns) as a single observation, and excluded BTD events
within 30 minutes of a prior BTD detection from analyses to maintain independence of
detections and ensure we didn’t skew counts. There is evidence to suggest that the marked
population may behave differently than the unmarked population (Whittington et al. 2017)—for
example if marked individuals are all females, as was our case, or were somehow more apt to be
marked in the first place—however, for this initial density estimate we assumed that marked and
unmarked deer behave similarly as temporal activity was found to be similar between groups
(Appendix 3, Figure S2).

In addition to estimating density, SMR models, like all spatial capture-recapture models, also
estimate two key parameters. (1) The baseline encounter rate—λ0—is the probability that an
individual will be detected on a camera if the centre of their home range is exactly at the camera
location. (2) The spatial scale parameter—σ—is a measure of how quickly the probability of
encounter between a deer and a camera decreases as the distance between the home range centre
and the camera location increases (Royle et al. 2014). The σ parameter is thus related to deer
home range size and it is recommended that cameras are placed no farther apart than 2σ for
reliable density estimates (Sun et al. 2014), which is why cameras were distributed as they were
in our study. We considered our study area to include the camera trap locations, plus a 1 km
buffer around the outermost locations—or a 25.5 km2 state-space within which we estimated
density.
To better inform the SMR model on BTD home range size we included GPS locations of the 9
collared BTD during the same 1-26 August time period. There was an average of 12 GPS
locations (± 1.5 SE, range 0-14) for each individual (Figure 4). See Appendix 3 for further
details on SMR models and methods.
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3.0 Results
3.1 Infrared Remote Camera Operations
Thirty-nine cameras were active for some or all of the 57 days between our summer sample
period of 1 July to 26 August, for a total survey effort of 1234 camera trap days (Appendix 1,
Figure S1). Average distance between cameras was 322 m (± 14 SE; range 199-513 m).

Remote cameras captured 1398 independent BTD detections between 1 July and 26 August, of
these 127 were collared BTD (Appendix 3, Figure S1). BTD were detected on 29 cameras
ranging between 2-218 BTD detections at each camera over the 57-day sampling period.

For the density-estimate study period (1-26 August), 662 BTD were detected at 23 cameras
between 2-109 times. During this period, we observed high frequencies (>50) of BTD detections
at camera sites in south Oak Bay, with increased deer detections also observed in the vicinity of
Uplands Golf Club in north Oak Bay (Figure 4). Of the 662 BTD detections, 42 observations
were of collared deer, but even with the large colour-coded tags, only 28 of the collared
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detections were identifiable to 9 individuals. These 9 individuals were detected between 1-12
times, with most (n=6) detected twice, on 10 cameras.

Figure 4. BTD were detected on 23 of the 39 cameras between 1-26 August 2018. Black filled
circles denote camera locations without any BTD detections while purple filled circles denote
camera locations with deer detections; the size of the circle is in proportion to the number of
detections.
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3.2 GPS Collaring Operations
Collected datasets from the GPS collars were smaller due to transmission failures. This resulted
in a 1/3 to 1/2 transmission failure rate. This is a high rate and we are consulting with LOTEK to
assess the cause and how this can be avoided in the future.
Sample sizes of observed GPS fixes across the individual collars ranged from 15 to 211
observations (Appendix 2, Table S1). The two collars with the fewest observations (n = 15 and
n = 16) were limited as one animal died and the other lost her collar, respectively. All other
collars had a minimum of 51 observations, providing sufficient data for reliable home range
estimation with KDE. We will update home range sizes using additional observations
throughout the winter and spring.

3.3 Estimating BTD Home Range Size using Kernel Density Estimation
Average core home range size (50% isopleth) for the 20 collared does was 0.14 km2 (SD=0.07;
Appendix 2, Table S2), while the average outer home range size (95% isopleth) was 0.64 km 2
(SD=0.31; Appendix 2, Table S2).

We mapped core home-ranges for the 20 collared does to determine core zones where they are
expected to occur (Figure 5). These home-ranges provide insight into areas of intense use and
overlap between individual’s home range boundaries (e.g. Uplands Region) compared to areas of
lower home range overlap (e.g. central Oak Bay near Foul Bay Road and Fort Street; Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Core home ranges of 20 female BTD representing core areas where 50% of each
individual’s space use is expected to occur. Each individual is represented by a unique colour
and line-style. Home range core zones are based on GPS telemetry-location fixes between March
– September 2018.
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3.4 Estimating Deer Population Density using Spatial Mark-Resight Modelling

We collected an average of 12 GPS locations (± 1.5 SE, range 0-14) for each of the nine collared
individuals detected on remote cameras during the 1-26 August study period (Figure 6).

Figure 6. GPS location data from nine individuals were included in the spatial mark-resight
(SMR) models. Black stars denote camera sites without BTD detections during the SMR study
period while purple stars denote sites with BTD detections. The SMR state-space (25.5 km2) is
outlined by the gray lines.
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SMR models are estimated in a Bayesian statistical framework: models seek to determine values
(in this case, density) given the data. The models are run thousands of times and we plot the
number of times (the distribution) that each density estimate is provided by a model. The
median—our density estimate—is the value in the middle of this distribution, such that other
numbers are equally likely to fall above or below it. As with all statistical estimates there is error
around this estimate, which we measure as Bayesian Credible Intervals (BCI). The 95% BCI are
the values that bound 95% of the different density estimates from the thousands of different
estimates—that we are 95% certain that the true population density falls within the BCI.
Median BTD density was estimated at 9.2 deer / km2, with 95% BCI between 6.8-12.2 (Figure
7). In other words, we are 95% certain that density estimates land between 6.6 and 12.2 deer /
km2, and 9.2 deer / km2 is the most frequent—and thus most likely—estimate. The coefficient of
variation (CV), calculated as the average divided by the standard deviation, is 0.15—relatively
low for a density estimate, meaning this estimate is quite precise. Median λ0 was estimated at
11.9 (95% BCI 9.0-15.5, 0.14 CV). In other words, we would expect an individual BTD with a
home range center located precisely at a (hypothetical) camera location to be detected by the
camera ~12 times per day. Median σ was estimated at 0.18 km (95% BCI 0.17-0.19; 0.03 CV).
As σ relates to animal movement and home range size, this suggests that BTD within the study
area have home ranges ~0.64 km2 (Appendix 2, Table S2).
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Figure 7. SMR median (± 95% Bayesian Credible Interval) model estimates for BTD in August
2018: density, baseline encounter rate λ0, and spatial scale parameter σ.
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Black-tailed deer density varied across the state-space with 3 seemingly high-density
concentrations (Figure 8): 1) Uplands Road and Lansdowne Road, 2) Oliver Street and Brighton
Avenue, and 3) Island Road between Hazel Street and McNeill Avenue.

Figure 8. Estimated BTD density between 1-26 August, 2018, across the state-space. Darker
pixels indicate higher densities. The x and y axis are scaled coordinates in 1 km units and the
black filled circles are camera locations.
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4.0 Discussion
Black-tailed deer distribution across Oak Bay is not uniform, with BTD being detected more
frequently at cameras across south Oak Bay and in the vicinity of golf courses. Furthermore,
analyses of BTD movement patterns throughout Oak Bay indicate higher BTD density and
habitat use in the Uplands region, where deer home ranges overlapped significantly. Note that
spatial variation in density (Figures 4 and 8) do reflect the space-use measured via telemetry
(Figure 5), making us confident that we captured deer in proportion to their distribution on the
landscape.

Our preliminary population density estimation using the August survey data indicates a
population density of 9.2 BTD / km2 (BCI 6.8 – 12.2), suggesting a total population of 72 to 128
BTD (median value 97) across the 10.5 km2 area of Oak Bay. These results provide key insights
needed for sound adaptive management of Oak Bay’s urban BTD population, including a pretreatment estimate for comparison to any post-treatment density following management actions.

4.1 Caveats and Future Work in BTD Density Estimation
Certain caveats and statistical assumptions are attached with our analysis of BTD population
density. We assumed that the study area was homogenous in terms of habitat quality, and our
state-space included a substantial proportion of ocean (Figure 4). We expect to generate further
refined density estimates as seasonal data and refinements to space use are included in
subsequent analyses. Thus, we strongly suggest considering the density of BTD in Oak Bay as
being somewhere between 6.8 and 12.2 BTD / km2, rather than considering the median estimate
as an exact value.

We recommend that future density estimates may be made more accurate and precise by: 1)
incorporating habitat quality into the models, 2) truncating the study area to the land base of Oak
Bay plus a 1 km buffer into adjacent municipalities, 3) incorporating additional telemetry data
from collared individuals not detected by cameras, to better inform σ, and 4) running spatial
partially identifiable models (Augustine et al. 2016), which can include detection data from
collared individuals even if they aren’t uniquely recognizable. We also recommend estimating
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density using spatial count (SC; Burgar et al. 2018) models, which don’t require uniquely
recognizable individuals, to compare concurrent SC and SMR density estimates. SC models
might be a feasible alternative to SMR models for estimating densities using camera trap surveys
when resources for collaring and/or marking individuals is limited.

4.2 Future Analyses using Camera and GPS Data
These initial analyses provide insights into BTD distribution and density during a single season
(summer). We are continuously sampling BTD occurrences and movement throughout Oak Bay
to monitor seasonal and annual variability in BTD demographics and distribution, and to provide
an accurate population density estimate. Understanding seasonal and annual fluctuations in deer
population density and demographics will be an important component for informing
management actions and measuring effectiveness of any actions taken for BTD population
management in Oak Bay.

In addition to providing an accurate estimate for BTD population density, we will also use the
simultaneously collected camera and satellite telemetry data to model BTD habitat-selection and
space-use of urban landscape features—gardens, green spaces, roadways, and parks. Using
resource selection functions (Manly et al. 2002), we can measure urban BTD habitat selection to
better understand the factors contributing to BTD populations and their distribution in urban
landscapes. Understanding what natural and urban features help predict BTD occurrence and
density will be valuable for understanding urban BTD ecology and will inform BTD
management strategies.
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Appendix 1 – Camera Operations

Figure S1. Camera operability over the 57 day study period: the first study day corresponds to 1
July and the last 26 August, 2018. For each study day the camera (detector) was either active
(light blue) or inactive (dark blue).
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Appendix 2 – GPS Collaring Operations
Table S1. Number of observed GPS telemetry-location fixes, days active, and total collar
transmissions between March – September 2018 for 20 GPS collars deployed on female BTD.
Transmission success is the number of successful location fixes divided by the total number of
transmissions, including those that failed to provide GPS coordinates. For collars 37809 and
100442, location observations were limited by collar loss and deer mortality, respectively, during
the sampling period.

Collar
No.
37809
37811
37813
100439
100441
100442
100443
100444
100445
100446
100447
100448
100450
100451
100453
100454
100455
100456
100457
100458

Number of GPS
location fixes
16
211
203
80
61
15
77
109
137
107
51
84
77
139
78
80
79
61
85
134

Number
of Days
Active
8
109
108
63
46
8.5
56
77
91
73
90
57
57
98
55
58
55
38
60
90

Total
Transmissions

Transmission
Success (%)

16
219
216
127
92
17
112

100
96
94
63
66
88
69

155
182
146
181
114
114
197
110
117
110
76
120
180

70
75
73
28
74
68
71
71
68
72
80
71
74
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Table S2. Core and outer home range sizes (km2) of female BTD monitored during March –
September 2018 in Oak Bay, BC.
Home Range Size (km2)
Wildlife ID

Collar No.

Core (50%
Isopleth)
0.05
0.09
0.06
0.08
0.14
0.06
0.07
0.06
0.21
0.26
0.06
0.08
0.10
0.17
0.13
0.25
0.22
0.23
0.24
0.19

Outer (95%
Isopleth)
0.26
0.39
0.43
0.54
0.53
0.26
0.35
0.39
0.84
1.02
0.31
0.41
0.57
0.95
0.51
1.03
0.85
0.88
1.41
0.86

18-11393
18-11388
18-11394
18-11400
18-11554
18-11558
18-11401
18-11395
18-11391
18-11387
18-11399
18-11397
18-11402
18-11404
18-11556
18-11405
18-11403
18-11557
18-10457
18-11398

37809
37811
37813
100439
100441
100442
100443
100444
100445
100446
100447
100448
100450
100451
100453
100454
100455
100456
100457
100458
Mean

0.14

0.64

Standard
deviation

0.07

0.31
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Appendix 3 - Density Estimation using Spatial Mark-Resight Models

Figure S1. The number of unmarked and collared (marked) deer detections between 1 July and
26 August, 2018. The vertical blue line denotes 1 August, with all detections to the right of this
line included in the SMR models. Note the different y-axis.
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Figure S2. Temporal activity of collared (marked) and unmarked deer, as detected on cameras
between 1-26 August, 2018. The y-axis refers to the density or frequency of detections per group
across a 24-hour time period. Temporal activity is similar between groups with a primary peak in
activity between ~6:00-7:30 am and a secondary, albeit shallower, peak about 12 hours later.
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SMR model specifications
Spatial mark-resight (SMR) models represent a hybrid between spatial count models of
unmarked individuals (Burgar et al., 2018) and spatial capture-recapture models of fully marked
individuals (Royle et al., 2014). The data underlying SMR models include individual encounter
histories across sites and occasions for only a subset of the sampled population that is marked
(m), as well as the spatial counts of all unmarked individuals across those sites and occasions.
SMR models build on traditional mark-resight models by explicitly modelling the locations of
detections, thereby linking abundance estimates to a clearly defined area and facilitating
unambiguous estimates of density (Sollmann et al., 2013). In the SMR model, individual
encounter histories are partially latent, with only those for the m marked animals being observed.
M comprises all known (marked) individuals plus unknown individuals. As these unknown
individuals are never observed, all zero encounter histories are created for each individual. The
observed count is modelled as the sum of all latent encounter histories over the M-m potential
unmarked individuals in the state-space, and a Bayesian framework is used to estimate model
parameters (Chandler and Royle, 2013; Royle et al., 2014; Sollmann et al., 2013). When camera
detections of collared ‘marked’ animals cannot be conclusively matched to an individual, the
telemetry locations can still be used to provide information on space-usage. This is done by
creating zero encounter histories for the marked individuals and using the location data to inform
σ for the marked individuals. SMR models can also be expanded to partially identified groups of
individuals, based on features such as coat colour or presence/absence of antlers (Augustine et
al., 2016).
We ran SMR models using JAGS (ver 4.2.0; Plummer, 2003), interfacing through R using the
rjags package (Plummer, 2016). We specified a λ0 prior with a uniform distribution between 0
and 100, a ψ prior with a beta distribution, shape and scale set to 1. We tested the influence of an
informative σ prior by running one model with a σ prior with a uniform distribution between 0
and 20 (hereafter uninformative) and one model where the σ prior assumed a gamma distribution
with the shape and spread varying based on home range size (hereafter informative). Home
range size estimates for deer were derived from kernel density 95% isopleths created from GPS
telemetry location data. For 20 female deer individual home ranges were calculated over 5
months (March to September 2018) and averaged 0.64 km2 (± 0.07 SE, range 0.26-1.41 km2).
The home range of σ was calculated following Chandler & Royle (2013) and assuming a chisquared distribution with 2 degrees of freedom (Table S1. and Figure S4). We set the data
augmentation parameter M to 400. We ran three chains of the JAGS models for 30,000 iterations
with a burn in of 10,000 (after an adaptive phase of 1,000) and did not thin the posterior
distribution. Models took 2.5 hours to run on a DELL laptop with a 2.90 GHz CPU. Model
convergence was assessed by visually inspecting trace plots for each monitored parameter.
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Home range size and calculations for the σ prior
Table S1. Home range sizes and the resulting prior on σ given a gamma distribution; home range
equivalents (km2) are provided for gamma quartiles at 0.05 (Min), 0.50 (Median) and 0.95
(Max).
Home Range Equivalents (km2)
Home Range Area
Min
Median
Max
σ
0.64 km2
0.26
0.64
1.41
dgamma(10,50)
# For home ranges sizes between 0.26-1.41 km2, the range of σ in model units of 1 km is:
(sqrt(0.26/pi)/1)/sqrt(5.99) # 0.1175
(sqrt(0.64/pi)/1)/sqrt(5.99) # 0.1844
(sqrt(1.41/pi)/1)/sqrt(5.99) # 0.2737
# Resulting in prior distributions with most of the density between 0.118-0.274
qgamma(c(0.05,0.5,0.95),10,50) # 0.1085 0.1934 0.3141

Figure S3. Gamma distribution for informative σ prior, with most of the density between home
range equivalents of 0.26 and 1.41 km2 (lighter gray lines) and centred at 0.64 km2 (darker gray
line).
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SMR model
{
#priors
sigma ~ dunif(0,20) # uninformative priors
# sigma ~ dgamma(10,50) # informative prior - 0.26-1.41 km2
sigma2 <- 2*sigma^2
lam0 ~ dunif(0,100)
psi ~ dbeta(1,1)
for(i in 1:M) {
s[i,1] ~ dunif(xlim[1], xlim[2])
s[i,2] ~ dunif(ylim[1], ylim[2])
z[i] ~ dbern(psi)
for(j in 1:J) {
d2[i,j] <- (s[i,1]-x[j,1])^2 + (s[i,2]-x[j,2])^2
lam[i,j] <- lam0*exp(-d2[i,j]/sigma2)*z[i]
}
}
for(i in 1:nMarked) {
for(j in 1:J) {
y[i,j] ~ dpois(lam[i,j])
}
}
for(j in 1:J) {
Lam[j] <- sum(lam[((nMarked+1):M),j])* effort[j]
n[j] ~ dpois(Lam[j])
}
#telemetry model
for (r in 1:nlocs){
locs[r,1]~dnorm(s[ind[r],1], 1/(sigma2))
locs[r,2]~dnorm(s[ind[r],2], 1/(sigma2))
}
N <- sum(z)
D <- N/A
}
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Figure S4. Traceplots for saved parameters from the SMR model with an informative σ prior;
results were nearly identical for the SMR model with an uninformative prior and thus those
traceplots are not shown. Density (D) is deer / km2; σ (sigma) is in 1 km units. 30,000 iterations
were run after an adaptive phase of 1,000 and a burn-in of 10,000 for a total of 20,000 iterations.
M was set to 400.
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